Effects of a Ring Current on Cosmic Radiation, EaNEsT C. RAY [Phys. Rev. 101, 1142 (1956 "But since the 95-Mev data show a long high-momentum tail which is not given by the single-particle calculation, it is perhaps more appropriate to fit the momentum density calculated from the experimental data to a function which agrees with the single-particle calculation in the low-energy region, but which possesses an appropriate high-momentum tail. " (2) The argument given as to why the transparent-nucleus Born approximation should be more accurate than the Butler approximation is not correct. (We are obliged to N.
Austern for pointing this out to us. ) Stripping or pickup reactions involving loosely-bound nucleons (such as the loose neutron in Be') should rather be viewed as a means of testing the transparent, independentparticle, model of the nucleus. This matter will be discussed in more detail in a separate communication.
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